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INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT DETAILS
EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. (EDI) developed this Engagement Plan ("the Plan") on behalf of Eiffage Canada
(Eiffage) for the Hay River to Pine Point Bridge Rehabilitation Project, located near Hay River, NT in accordance
with the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board's Engagement and Consultation Policy (Policy) and the
Engagement Guidelines for Applicants and Holders of Water Licences and Land Use Permits (Guidelines).

Project Description
The Project includes repairs to the existing Hay River to Pine Point bridge structure that spans the Hay River,
located approximately 5.0 kilometers south of the community of Hay River, NWT {see figure in Appendix A). The
Project includes removal and disposal of the existing bridge decking and steel supports (i.e., superstructur~);
partial demolition and reconstruction of the bridge piers and abutments {i.e. substructure); installation of a new
steel bridge superstructure; and roadway approach work. Traffic flow will be rerouted around the work area using
the existing railway bridge next to the highway.
Repairs to the bridge are anticipated to begin in January 2019 and be complete in October 2019. Initial tasks will
require an ice bridge to serve as a working platform during bridge demolition. During the open water season,
access and working platforms will be provided by temporary crane pads situated on exposed cobble bars in the
river channel. The pads will be macle of locally-sourced granular material, with rip-rap (large rocks) on the edge to
prevent the river from eroding the granular material. One temporary crane pad will be constructed on each side
of the Hay River channel next to the existing bridge piers. It is anticipated that temporary crane pads can be
installed and remov7d during lower water levels, meaning that these works would not be conducted within the
wetted portion of the Hay River. If this is not possible, mitigation measures such as site isolation or the use of
sediment curtains will be implemented to control sediment within the river.
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Prior to construction of the temporary crane pads, authorization under the Northwest Territories Waters Act is
required and therefore a Water License application needs to be submitted to t he Mackenzie Valley Land and
Water Board (MLVWB) for approval.

Site Description
The Project area is within an existing disturbance corridor along the Fort Smith Highway No. 5 which crosses the
Hay River, approximately 5 km south of Hay River, NWT.
The Project is located within the Great Slave Lowlands ecoregion of the Taiga Plains Mid-Boreal ecozone in
Canada's boreal forest. Lands within the Taiga Plains Mid-Boreal ecozone are generally low-lying plains, level to
gently rolling, with large and deep river valleys. The landscape of the Great Slave Lowlands typically consists of
gentle topography with extensive till and lacustrine plains, organic blankets and alluvial deposits, Mixed wood and
jack pine stands, large fens and bogs with discontinuous permafrost are characteristic vegetation and wetland
types found in this ecoregion.
The Project footprint is located in a mixed forest, which was predominately composed of Canada Goldenrod,
Prickly Rose, Trembling Aspen, and White Spruce. Mixed grasses and herbs throughout the Project footprint have
undergone senescence. Sow-thistle has also observed as sporadic individuals on the banks of the Hay River.
Terrain within the Project footprint is sloping, with gradients ranging from 3% to 40%. Soils identified are a fine
textured Silt Loam A hor izon, with a fluvial, coarser textured Sand and Sandy Loam subsoil associated with the
river.
The substrate of the river at the crossing is dominated by cobbles and boulders with low embeddedness, with
gravels and fines as the subdominate cover. The shoreline is composed of exposed cobbles and boulders, with no
riparian vegetation near the edge of the water. Both the left and right banks at the crossing are sloping and stable. _
The left bank has a slope of 20 % and the right bank has a slope of 30 %.

Corporate Contact Information
The following Table 1 presents the key corporat e information for Eiffage Canada.
Table 1.

Eiffage Canada Contact Information

Position

Column B

Eiffage Canada ·

•

To be determined

•

Pierric l epert

•

34SS Landmark Road, Burlington, ON, L7M 1T4

(On-site)
Eiffage Canada
Project Manager

Project No: 18Y0595

•

pierric.lepert@ic2i.ca

•

1-90S·351· 2S96
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Position

Column B

EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. {Sub-contractor)

•

Cameron Jackson

Project Manager

•

#26-1011132 College Drive, Saskatoon, SK, S7N 0W2

EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. (Sub-contractor)
Environmental Scientist

•

cjackson@dynamics.com

•

1·306-500-9335

•

Jason Collier

•

1745 Fairfield Road, Victoria, BC VBS 1G6

•

jcollier@edynamics.com

•

1·250-885-7823

Effective Date
This Plan is effective as of December 21, 2018. While the Plan is undergoing a public review, the previous version
of the Plan shall take precedence and be acted in accordance with until the Board approves a subsequent Plan
version.

Revisions
This Plan is a living document that will be reviewed periodically, with revisions as warranted. This plan version is
dated Friday, December 21, 2018. Updates will be made to reflect changes in engagement plans and practices,
new personnel or changes in contact information, and updates to the engagement log. Table 2 presents a
summary of the versions of this Plan, updates each time a revision is made to the Plan. This ensures stakeholders
have the most current copy of the Plan.
Table 2.

Version and Revision History

Version#

Date

Sections/Pages Revised

Summary of
Changes/Comment

1.0

December 21, 2018

N/ A

N/ A

r
Copies of the Plan
Copies of this Plan can be obtained by contacting the Eiffage Project Manager using the contact information in
Table 1 above.

ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY
The purpose of this Plan is to provide a written framework on how Eiffage has and will communicate with
potentially affected parties throughout the various phases of this Project. Eiffage recognizes the political, social,
environmental, and economic landscape of the North and acknowledges that this Project is located on the
traditional lands of aboriginal peoples. E)ffage considers the Plan to be a living document, meaning that it will
evolve and be updated as site activities progress, change, or advance towards further development. Further
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engagement will be conducted if Eiffage needs to apply for or request the following items from the Land and
Water Board: amendments, modifications, extensions, renewals, storage aut horizations, or assignments. Eiffage
recognizes that the ~enefits of engaging are long-term and are an investment in achieving the vision of being a
responsible and welcome member of the communities in which we operate.
This Plan will help Eiffage do a better job because it provides a means to share ideas, plans, and values w hile
receiving input from affected parties about potential concerns and mitigations.
Engagement with affected parties prior to and during the operation of a project is a requirement of the MVLWB
for proponents wishing to submit Water License applications. The purpose of the engagement is to provide project
information to affected parties and communities in order for them to understand the proposed project, and to
provide feedback on potential issues or concerns. The engagement process also provides a mechanism to build
relationships between the proponent and affected parties.
All identified affected parties and communities will be engaged throughout each phase of the project.
The following sections provide details on the approaches that will be used to engage with affected parties during
the pre-application phase and throughout t he duration of the Project. Topics include:
•

Goals and met hods used during the engagement process

•

Frequen cy of engagement

•

Process to raise concerns or issues

•

Procedures to respond to issues as they arise

•

Relationship-buildi ng opportunities

AFFECTED PARTIES
For this Project, Eiffage has identified several Aboriginal governments and organizations as affected parties.
Addit ional organizations have been identified which have a potential, indirect, or more general interests in the
Project. These parties and organizations include:
•

Akaitcho Interim Measures Agreement Offi ce (Akaitcho Territory Government)

•

Deninu K'ue First Nation

•

Lutselk•e Dene First Nation

•

Yellowknives Dene First Nation

•

Dehcho First Nation

•

Northwest Territory Metis Nation

•

K'atlodeeche First Nation

•

North Slave Metis Alliance

•

Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada, NWT Regional Office

•

Town of Hay River

•

Hamlet of Enterprise

Project No: 18Y0595
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•

Fort Resolution Metis Council

Contact information for the affected parties is provided in Appendix B

GOALS AND
PROCESS

METHODS

USED

DURING

THE

ENGAGEMENT

The first step of the engagement process was to identify the affected parties. Appendix C of the Mackenzie Valley
Land and Water Board's Engagement Guidelinesfor Applicants and Holders of Water Licences and Land Use Permit
document was the primary tool used to identify affected parties. Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development
Canada was contacted to assist with identifying potentially affected parties.
Initial telephone calls were made to identified parties to confirm contact persons, provide a summary of the
project, and to advise that written notifications and accompanying information will be sent for their review.
The goal of the written notifications was to provide detailed project information to.the identified affected parties,
inform the parties of the Water License application, and to provide the mechanism for the parties to raise
concerns, issues or questions regarding the project or the Water License application.
·The written notifications consisted of the following materials:
•

Cover Letter - Included a detailed description of the activities being conducted for the project, the

project schedule, purpose for the notification (i.e. water licence application submission), potential
environmental risks and mitigation, mechanism to raise concerns or issues, and further engagement
expectations.
•

Overview location Map - Provided the location of the project.

•

ECO Plan (draft) - Provided a description of the Project components, an overview of the environment
at the bridge site, identified the potential environmental issues that could occur during construction,
and provided mitigation measures to be undertaken during construction-which included those for
concrete works, w9rks near watercourses, and erosion and sediment control, among others .

•

..

Fish Habitat Assessment Report (draft)- Documented fish habitat, assessed potential project-related

impacts, and recommended appropriate mitigation measures in order to reduce the identified
potential impacts on fish habitat.
•

Water license Application Form and Cover letter (draft), when requested.

There was follow-up with telephone calls or emails to ensure identified parties received the written notification
and to determine if there are concerns, questions or issues with the project or the information provided.
Based on the responses received regarding the written notifications from affected parties, face-to-face meetings
or conference calls were scheduled based on the preferred communication methods requested from the affected
party.

Project No: 18Y0595
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If warranted, community public meetings will be undertaken if the feedback received from affected parties
expresses a high-l evel o f concern for the project, or if the MVLWB suggests that broader community input is
needed for the project.
Applicable recommendations received during the pre-application engagement process have been incorporated
into the draft project documents, as needed, prior to submission.
In assessing the current stage of the Project, Eiffage identified three engagement goals:
Table 3.

Engagement Goals and Commitments to the Public.
Engagement Goals

1.

•

Keep the public informed.

•

Proactive, timely communication .

•

Help affected parties understand the
complexit ies of issues.

Listen: to affected parties and their feedback
• Understand the needs and priorities of the
affected parties so that decisions can be made
with these needs and priorities in mind.
Build
cooperative and inclusive relationships.
•

•

Acknowledge when and how public input
influenced decisions.

•

Understand views, concerns, interests and
expectations .

•

Acknowledge when and how concerns and
aspirations are reflected in the design of the
Project.

•

2.

3.

Commitment to the Public

Inform: by providing information to:
• Notify affected parties of an issues/Project
decisions.
• Assist affected parties in understanding the
Project and issues that may arise.
Prepare affected parties for more intensive
forms of engagement should the project
change or advance

Involve: work directly with affected parties to
ensure t hat aspirations are consistently
understood and considered.

Frequency of engagement
The following steps were taken in the pre-application phase:
Conduct iniUal phone calls, as described in the previou1s section, at least a week before the written notifications
were provided to identified affected parties.
Follow-up with a phone call or email within a week after the written notification were provided. Respond as
quickly as possible when receiving feedback or questions from affected parties.
Where requested, face-to-face meetings or conference calls, were scheduled.

Additional meetings will be

scheduled as appropriate depending on the preference of the affected party. As much as possible, face-to-face
meetings will be conducted at locations that minimize travel for the affected parties. That is, the proponent will
meet affected parties at or near their offices or place of business.

Project No: 18YOS95
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Process to raise concerns or issues
Contact information (phone, email and address) was provided in the written notifications to advise that concerns,
issues or questions were to be directed to Jason Collier at EDI, who documented the communication and the issues
raised.

Procedures to respond to issues as they arise
Jason Collier coordinated responses to affected parties concerns or issues through Eiffage or EDI personnel, as
appropriate, depending on the nature of the issue raised. For instance, requests for clarifications on technical
information related to the Water Licence application have and will be addressed by EDI, whereas inquiries on
potential job opportunities or other project details, such as access, were and will be addressed by Eiffage.
Responses to issues raised will be communicated through emails and phone calls, as well as through face-to-face
meetings or conference calls, as appropriate, depending on the complexity and nature of concerns and issues
raised, or as requested by the affected party.
Engagement approaches used during the pre-application engagement process will be continued for the life of the
project.
Responses to issues will be documented and assembled by Jason Collier or by Eiffage through written
correspondence or meeting notes.

Relationship-building opportunities
EDI and Eiffage are available to engage with affected parties throughout the duration of the project, as needed.
Telephone calls, emails, or face-to-face meetings and conference calls will be used during the engagement.

ENGAGEMENT TRIGGERS AND METHODS
Eiffage has defined engagement triggers at key milestones for this Project, as they relate to_project activities
authorized under a water licence. Engagement may be conducted as written notification, face to face meetings,
or community public meetings, once consideration is given to the following guiding principles, as recommended
by Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board:
1. The nature and scope of engagement efforts should reflect the magnitude and complexity of the

Project.
2.

Both the affected parties and/or Proponent can run the risk of "consultation fatigue" from too many
or inappropriate engagements. Engagement methods and schedules must, by mutual agreement, be
reasonable and sustainable for both Proponents and affected parties.

3. The nature of the Engagement methods and frequency of engagement will change through time as
affected parties and Proponents gain trust and the Project develops. The Engagement Plan should be
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reviewed as the relationship of the affected parties and Proponent and/or Project reaches mutually
determined milestones.
The following table outlines Eiffage's triggers, methods, and outcomes of engagement for this Project. At each
st age of engagement, an Engagement Log will be updated and will be submitted to the Mackenzie Valley land and
Water Board with the request from Eiffage. The Engagement Log is submitted as a separate document from the
Plan however, both the documents interact. An Engagement log wiJI be completed for each t r igger outlined
below.
Table 4.

Triggers for Engagement

Engagement Trigger

Submission of water licence
applications

Purpose for
Engagement

Organization to

Format of

Information to

be Engaged

Engagement

be recorded

Application to
MVLWB

MVLWB

Email and phone

Application will

.

become a matter of
public knowledge.
Engagement Plan
and Engagement
Log

Submission of updated and

Disseminat,lon of

revjsed management plans:

the updated Plan

•

Spill Contingency Plan

•

Waste Management

•

Engagement Plan

•

ECO Plan

MVLWB

Letter with
accompanying plan

Email/Regular mail

in electro nic format

Engagement Log

and/or paper

Plan

Prior to commencement of
seasonal activities

tnform

See Appendix B

l etter

Email

organizations
Engagement Log

Notification of any spills or

Dissemination of

unauthorized discharges as

lnformation to

outlined in the Spill Contingency
Plan

affected parties

See Appendfx B

Notification will be

Email and

sent out via emaa or

engageme11t

possible pho ne

records.

conversation
Meeting noted will
be recorded.
Engagement Log
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New activities that were not

Notification of

included in the Water Licence

proposed
changes to plans

MVLWB

Notification will be
sent out via email or

engagement

See Appendix B

possible phone

records.

that have not

Email and

conversation

previously been

Meeting notes will

discussed

be recorded.
Engagement Log

At completion of seasonal

Inform

activities

organizations

s_ee Appendix B

Letter

Email
Engagement Log

Pre-submission of water licence

To inform parties

applications:

of renewal
applications to

MVLWB

Phone call/Letter

Email

See Appendix B

Public Meetings

Meeting notes will
be recorded.

•

Amendments

allow for

and/or site visits,

•

Modifications

community

and/or private face

•

Extensions;

concerns to be

to face meetings

•
•

Renewals

met

Storage authorizations

•

Assignments

Engagement Log

'

FOLLOW-UP REPORTING
During engagement activities, Eiffage will track comments, concerns or inputs, received relating to a permitted or
licensed activity and will provide a summary as detailed in Table 4 above. In order to process comments, concerns
and input throughout the engagement process, Eiffage will endeavor to respond in a timely manner, respecting
the nature of the input.
Reporting on an engagement after it has been completed is an important step in the engagement process as it
ensures that those involved see their input was received, understood, and valued. All Engagement Logs will
acknowledge those that participated and will provide an accurate record of the engagement process, and how
final decisions were reached.

COMMUNICATING THE PLAN
Communicating the Engagement Plan is an important element to the success of the engagement process. Affected
parties need to be aware who they can contact in the event they are seeking information or clarification on a
project related matter. While Eiffage intends to use engagement methods already familiar to them, they do
recognize that not all potentially affected parties are the same and that what might work for one particular group
or individual may not be the best method of engagement for another. Eiffage is open to applying methods that
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work best for a particular sit uation and affected party. Keeping that line of communication open will build a
rapport and establish a trust.

IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN
For Eiffage, implementing the Plan reduces the uncertainty in approaches, application of methods, and
expectations for both affected parties and the Proponent. This version of the Engagement Plan incorporates the
approaches and guidelines of the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board, best practices, hence, represents "the
forward-looking document" that w ill be implemented according to the recommend workplan and schedule.

PLAN REVIEW
It is important that engagement efforts be monitored and where a method does not appear to be effective or
when the scope of importance of an issue changes, it will be necessary to modify the Engagement Plan. Evaluating
the effectiveness of the engagement process is a fundamental part of the Engagement Plan as it is important to
understand what was done well and what could be improved upon moving forward. Eiffage and the affected
parties will assess the effeteness of its engagement efforts over the course of time and will make necessary
changes on a case by case basis. Any revisions to the Engagement Plan will be forwarded to the Mackenzie Valley
Land and Water Board.

Project No: 18Y0595
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APPENDIX A - OVERVIEW' FIGURE

APPENDIX B - CONTACT INFORMATION

The following table provides the contact information for the affect parties identified for the project

Party

Contact

Position/Title

Phone

Email

Mail

Akaitcho Interim
Measures
Agreement Office
(Akaitcho Territory
Government)
Deninu Kue First
Nation
Lutsel K'e Dene First
Nation
Yellowknives Dene
First Nation
Dehcho First Nation

Stephanie
Poole

Akaitcho IMA
Implementation Office
Coordinator

867 3703217

screeningoffice@eastarm.com

PO Box 1768, 2nd floor, Detoncho
Building, 901 Sikyea Tili, Ndilo, NT,
XlA 2P3

Northwest Territory
Metis Nation
K'atlodeeche First
Nation
North Slave Metis
Alliance
Aboriginal Affairs
and Northern
Development
Canada, NWT
Regional Office
Town of Hay River
Hamlet of Enterprise
Fort Resolution
Metis Council

Rosy
Bjornson
Lauren King

ima@dkfn.ca

Johanne
Black
Nicole
Hardisty
Tim Heron

jblack@ykdene.com

lkdfn1ands@gmail.com

Resource Management
Coordinator
Land and Resource
Manager
Band Manager

Catherine
Heron
Shin Shiga

Environment Manager

Kathryn
Eagles

~M for Pine Point Railbed
Proj ect

867-6952610
867 8722770
867 8746701
867 8736762
867 6692462

Judy
Goucher
Tammy Neil

Senior Administrative
Officer
Senior Administrative
Officer
President Fort Resolution
Metis Council

867-8746522
867 9843491
867 3944151

Arthur Beck

nicole_hardisty@dehcho.org

bandmanager@katlodeeche.com

9414 -100 Street, Fort Simpson, NT,
X0E ONO
Box 720, 25 Camsell Street, Fort
Smith, NT, X0E 0P0
PO Box 3060, Hay River, NT, X0E 1G4

shin.shiga@nsma.net

PO Box 23, Yellowknife, NT, XlA 2P7

kathryn.eagles@canada.ca

ClRNAC Yellowknife, 4923 52nd
Street, Gallery Building, Box 1500,
Yellowknife, NT, XlA 2R3

sao@hayriver.com

100-62 Woodland Drive, Hay River,
NT, X0E lGl

sao@enterprise-nt.ca

526 Robin Road, Enterprise, NT, X0E
ORl
Fort Resolution, NT X0E OMO

tim.heron@nwtmetis.ca

frmn@northwesttel .net
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Engagement Summary Sheet

~EDI
El'MIIONMENTAL DYNAMICS INC.

To:

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

From:

EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. on behalf of Eiffage Canada

Date:

December 21, 2018

Project No:

18V0595

Re:

Engagement Summary Sheet for Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada,
NWT Regional Office in regard to pre-submission engagement for the Hay River to Pine
Point Bridge Rehabilitation Project

Name of Proponent: Eiffage Canada
Name of Affected Party: Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada, NWT Regional Office
Names of
representatives from
affected party who
participated in
engagement
•

Kathryn Eagles,
Project :Manager

Dates of
Engagement

Reason for
Engagement

Overview oflssue(s)
Resolved

Overview of
Issue(s) Unresolved

22/ 11/ 2018 to
19/ 12/ 2018

Type B Water License
Appbcation

No issues brought
forward at this time.

N / .-\

Signature of Proponent (representative): Not applicable

Signature of Affected Party (representative)•: Not applicable

1

Signatures represent agreement on the contents of the log and record, but do not necessarily imply that the parties agree on the
topics that were d.tscusscd.

Engagement Summary Sheet

~EDI
ENYIRONMEHTAL DYNAMICS INC.

To:

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

From:

EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. on behalf of Eiffage Canada

Date:

December21,2018

Project No:

18VOS95

Re:

Engagement Summary Sheet for Akaitcho Territory Government in regard to presubmission engagement for the Hay River to Pine Point Bridge Rehabilitation Project

Name of Proponent: Eiffage Canada
· Name of Affected Party: Akaitcho Territory Government
Names of
representatives from
affected party who
participated in
engagement

•

Stephanie Poole,
Akaitcho IMA
Implementation
Office Coordinator

Dates of
Engagement

29/11/2018 to
07/12/2018

Reason for
Engagement

Overview of lssue(s)
Resolved

Overview of
Issue(s) Unresolved

Trpe B Water License
Application

Stephanie forwarded
notification material to
the Deninu K'ue First
Nation, Lutselk'e Dene
First Nation, and
YeUowknives Dene
First Nation.
No issues brought up
at this time.

N/ A

Signature of Proponent (representative): Not applicable
Signature of Affected Party (representative)': Not applicable

1

Signatures represent agreement on the contents of the log and record, but do not necessarily implr that the parties agree on the
topics that were dtscussed.
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~EDI
ENVIRONMENTAL DYNAMICS INC.

To:

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

From:

EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. on behalf of Eiffage Canada

Date:

December 21, 2018

Project No:

18Y0595

Re:

Engagement Summary Sheet for Dehcho First Nation in regard to pre-submission
engagement for the Hay River to Pine Point Bridge Rehabilitation Project

Name of Proponent: Eiffage Canada
Name of Affected Party: Dehcho First Nation
Names of
representatives from
affected party who
participated in
engagement

•

Nicole Hardisty,
Resource
Management
Coordinator

Dates of
Engagement

22/ 11/ 2018 to
10/ 12/ 2018

Reason for
Engagement

Overview of Issue(s)
Resolved

Overview of
lssue(s) Unresolved

Type B Water License
Application

Information was
forwarded 10 the
Ka'a'gee Tu First
Nation and West Point
First Nation.
No issues brought
forward at this time.

N/ A

Signature of Proponent (representative): Not applicable
Signature of Affected Party (representative) 1: Not applicable

1

Signatures represent agreement on the contents of the log and record, but do not necessarily imply that the parties agree on the
topics that were discussed.

Engagement Summary Sheet

~EDI
EHVIIIONMENTAL OYNAMICS INC.

To:

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

From:

EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. on behalf of Eiffage Canada

Date:

December 21, 2018

Project No:

18Y0S95

Re:

Engagement Summary Sheet for Deninu K'ue First Nation in regard to pre-submission
engagement for the Hay River to Pine Point Bridge Rehabilitation Project

Name of Proponent: Eiffage Canada
Name of Affected Party: Deninu K'ue First Nation
Names of
representatives from
affected party who
participated in
engagement

•

Rosr Bjornson,
Deninu K'ue First
Nation

Dates of
Engagement

30/ 11/ 2018 to
07/12/ 2018

Reason for
Engagement

Overview of Issue(s)
Resolved

Overview of
Issue(s) Unresolved

Type B Water License
Application

Rosy advised that Chief
and Cowtcil are
meeting on December
17, 2018.
No issues brought
forward at this time.

N/ A

Signature of Proponent (representative): Not applicable
Signature of Affected Party (representative)': Not applicable

1

Signatures represent agreement on the coments of the log and record, but do not necessarily imp!}' that the parties agree on the
topics that were discussed.
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~EDI
ENVIRONMENTAL DYNAMICS INC.

To:

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

From:

EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. on behalf of Eiffage Canada

Date:

December 21, 2018

Project No:

18Y0S95

Re:

Engagement Summary Sheet for Fort Resolution Metis Council in regard to pre-submission
engagement for the Hay River to Pine Point Bridge Rehabilitation Project

Name of Proponent: Eiffage Canada
Name of Affected Party: Fort Resolution Metis Council
Names of
representatives from
affected party who
participated in
engagement
•

Arthur Beck,
President Fort
Resolution l\ le tis
Council

Dates of
Engagement

Reason for
Engagement

Overview of lssue(s)
Resolved

Overview of
Issue(s) Unresolved

23/ 11 / 2018 to
19/ 12/ 2018

Type B Water License
Application

No issues brought
forward at this time

N/ A

Signature of Proponent (representative): Not applicable
Signature of Affected Party (representative)': Not applicable

1

Signatures represent agreement on the contents of the log and record, but do not necessarily imply that the parties agree on the
topics that were discussed.

Engagement Summary Sheet

~EDI
ENVIRONMENTAL DYNAMICS INC.

To:

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

From:

EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. on behalf of Eiffage Canada

Date:

December 21, 2018

Project No:

18Y0S95

Re:

Engagement Summary Sheet for Hamlet of Enterprise in regard to pre-submission
engagement for the Hay River to Pine Point Bridge Rehabilitation Project

Name of Proponent: Eiffage Canada
Name of Affected Party: Hamlet of Enterprise
Names of
representatives from
affected party who
participated in
engagement
•

Tammy Neil,
Senior
Administrnri,·e
Officer

Dates of
Engagement

Reason for
Engagement

Overview of lssue(s)
Resolved

Overview of
Issue(s) Unresolved

23/ 11/ 2018 to
19/ 12/ 2018

Type B Water License
Application

N o issues brought
forward at this time.

NIA

Signature of Proponent (representative): Not applicable
Signature of Affected Party (representative)!: Not applicable

1

Signanues represent agreement on the contents of the log and record, but do not necessarily imply that the parties agree on the
topics that were discussed.

Engagement Summary Sheet

~EDI
ENVIRONMEHTIIL DYHAMIC5 INC.

To:

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

From:

EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. on behalf of Eiffage Canada

Date:

December 21, 2018

Project No:

18Y0S95

Re:

Engagement Summary Sheet for K'atlodeeche First Nation in regard to pre-submission
engagement for the Hay River to Pine Point Bridge Rehabilitation Project

Name of Proponent: Eiffage Canada
Name of Affected Party: K'atlodeeche First Nation
Names of
representatives from
affected party who
participated in
engagement

•

Catherine Heron,
Band Manager

•

Peter Redvers,
Land Director

Dates of
Engagement

23/11/2018 to present

Reason for
Engagement

Type B Water License
Application

Overview oflssue(s)
Resolved

Overview of
Issue(s) Unresolved

N/ A

Meeting being
scheduled for January
2019 to discuss
environmental
questions and
employment and
contracting
opportunities.

Signature of Proponent (representative): Not applicable
Signature of Affected Party (representative)': Not applicable

1

Signatures represent agreement on the contents of the log and record, but do not necessarily imply that the parties agree on the
topics that were discussed.

Engagement Summary Sheet

~EDI
ENVIRONMENTAL OYNAMICS INC.

To:

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

From:

EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. on behalf of Eiffage Canada

Date:

December 21, 2018

Project No:

18Y0S9S

Re:

Engagement Summary Sheet for North Slave Metis Alliance in regard to pre-submission
engagement for the Hay River to Pine Point Bridge Rehabilitation Project

Name of Proponent: Eiffage Canada
Name of Affected Party: North Slave Metis Alliance
Names of
representatives from
affected party who
participated in
engagement
•

Shin Shiga,
Environment
11anager

Dates of
Engagement

Reason for
Engagement

Overview of lssue(s)
Resolved

Overview of
Issue(s) Unresolved

23/ 11/ 2018 to
19/ 12/ 2018

Trpe B \X'atcr License
Application

No issues brought
forward at this time.

N/ A

Signature of Proponent (representative): Not applicable
Signature of Affected Party (representative) 1: Not applicable

1

Signatures represent agreement on the contents of the log and record, but do not necessarily implr that the parties agree on the
topics that we re discussed.

Engagement Summary Sheet

~EDI
ENVIRONMENTAL DYNAMICS INC.

To:

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

From:

EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. on behalf of Eiffage Canada

Date:

December 21, 2018

Project No:

18Y0595

Re:

Engagement Summary Sheet for Northwest Territory Metis Nation in regard to presubmission engagement for the Hay River to Pine Point Bridge Rehabilitation Project

Name of Proponent: Eiffage Canada
Name of Affected Party: Northwest Territory Metis Nation
Names of
representatives from
affected party who
participated in
engagement

•

Tim Heron, Land
and Resource
l\fanager

Dates of
Engagement

23/ 11/ 2018 to present

Reason for
Engagement

Type B Water License
Application

Overview oflssue(s)
Resolved

Overview of
lssue(s) Unresolved

N/ A

Meetings being
scheduled for January
2019 with Tim Heron
and with the Hay
River and Ft.
Resolution l\letis to
discuss access during
construction and to
provide project
information.

Signature of Proponent (representative): Not applicable
Signature of Affected Party (representative)!: Not applicable

1

Signatures represent agreement on the contents of the log and record, but do not necessarily implr that the parties agree on the
topics that were discussed.

Engagement Summary Sheet

~EDI
ENVIRONMENTIIL DYNAMICS INC.

To:

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

From:

EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. on behalf of Eiffage Canada

Date:

December 21, 2018

Project No:

18YOS95

Re:

Engagement Summary Sheet for Town of Hay River in regard to pre-submission
engagement for the Hay River to Pine Point Bridge Rehabilitation Project

Name of Proponent: Eiffage Canada
Name of Affected Party: Town of Hay River
Names of
representatives from
affected party who
participated in
engagement

•

•

Judy Goucher,
Senior
Adminis trati,·e
Officer

Earl Dumas,
Operations
l\fanager

Dates of
Engagement

Reason for
Engagement

Overview of lssue(s)
Resolved

Overview of
lssue(s) Unresolved

23/ 11/ 2018 to
08/ 12/ 2018

Type B \Vater License
Application

No brought forward at
this time. Town of Hay
River will monitor the
application.

N/ A

Signature of Proponent (representative): Not applicable
Signature of Affected Party (representative) 1: Not applicable

1

Signatures represent agreement on the contents of the log and record, but do not necessarilr imply that the parties agree on the
topics that were discussed.

Engagement Summary Sheet

~EDI
EfMRONMENTAL DYNAMICS INC.

To:

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

From:

EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. on behalf of Eiffage Canada

Date:

December 21, 2018

Project No:

18Y0595

Re:

Engagement Summary Sheet for Yellowknives Dene First Nation in regard to presubmission engagement for the Hay River to Pine Point Bridge Rehabilitation Project

Name of Proponent: Eiffage Canada
Name of Affected Party: Yellowknives Dene First Nation
Names of
representatives from
affected party who
participated in
engagement

•

Johanne Black,
Y ellowkni\•es Dene
First Nation

Dates of
Engagement

Reason for
Engagement

Overview of Issue(s)
Resolved

Overview of
Issue(s) Unresolved

30/ 11/ 2018 to
19/ 12/ 2018

Type B Water License
Application

No issues brought
forward at this time.

N/A

Signature of Proponent (representative): Not applicable
Signature of Affected Party (representative) 1: Not applicable

1

Signatures represent agreement on the contents of the log and record, but do not necessarily imply that the parties agree on the
topics that were discussed.
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